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Abstract: Self-assembly of 1D nanoparticles such as carbon nanotubes or nanorods into highly ordered
superstructures using various interactions has been of great interest as a route toward materials with new
functionalities. However, the phase behavior of 1D nanoparticles interacting with surrounding materials,
which is the key information to design self-assembled superstructures, has not been fully exploited yet.
Here, we report for the first time a new phase diagram of negatively charged 1D nanoparticle and cationic
liposome (CLs) complexes in water that exhibit three different highly ordered phases, intercalated lamellar,
doubly intercalated lamellar, and centered rectangular phases, depending on particle curvature and
electrostatic interactions. The new phase diagram can be used to understand and design new highly ordered
self-assemblies of 1D nanoparticles in soft matter, which provide new functionalities.

Introduction

Self-assembly of 1D nanoscale materials such as carbon
nanotubes, nanowires, and nanorods with metallic or semicon-
ducting properties into highly ordered superstructures has been
of great interest as a route toward materials with new functional
structures.1-4 The ordered assembly of 1D nanoparticles col-
lectively enhances their physical properties and provides a wide
range of potential applications such as optoelectronic devices,5-7

biological sensing,8,9 and drug and gene delivery.10,11 Recently,
various techniques for assembling 1D nanoparticles into novel
superstructures have been actively investigated utilizing internal
interactions12-15 or external forces.16-18 The self-assembly of
1D nanoparticles using internal interactions such as electrostatic
or hydrophobic interactions may provide a general and inex-
pensive way for fabricating a large variety of functional

materials without going through complicated preparative pro-
cedures. However, the phase behavior of 1D nanoparticles
interacting with surrounding materials, which is the key
information to design self-assembled superstructures, has not
been fully exploited yet.

In this article, we report a new phase diagram of negatively
charged cylindrical nanoparticle and cationic liposome (CL)
complexes that exhibit three different highly ordered phases,
intercalated lamellar, doubly intercalated lamellar, and centered
rectangular phases, depending on particle curvature and elec-
trostatic interactions. It should be noted that, to the best of our
knowledge, the centered rectangular columnar phase of 1D
nanoparticle-CL complexes has not been previously reported,
whereas the intercalated lamellar and the doubly intercalated
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lamellar structures were observed in rodlike biomolecule-CL
complexes.19,20

Results and Discussion

Negatively charged rodlike nanoparticles with various radii
(cRODn) were synthesized by copolymerization of polymeriz-
able surfactants, n-alkyltrimethylammonium 4-vinylbenzoate
(CnTVB, n ) the number of carbon in alkyl chain), which form
wormlike micelles in water, and the anionic hydrotropic salt,
sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (NaSS).21,22 The radius and surface
charge of the nanoparticles are controlled by the alkyl chain
length (n ) 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16) and the concentration of
NaSS during copolymerization, respectively. The concentration
of NaSS was maintained at 25% by mole relative to CnTVB
concentration. The structures of cRODn were characterized by
small-angle neutron scattering measurements. As n is increased
from 8 to 16, the radius of the particles increases from 1.0 to
1.9 nm linearly (part a of Figure 1), which is consistent with a
previous study.23 The length of the particles is nearly constant
at ca. 20 nm for n ) 8-14 and 41 nm for n ) 16 (Supporting
Information). The CLs were prepared by extruding a 5:5 (mass
ratio) mixture of univalent cationic lipid, dioleoyltrimethylam-
moniumpropane (DOTAP), and zwitterionic lipid, dioleoylphos-
phatidylcholine (DOPC), through 200 nm Nucleopore filters.
The cRODn and CLs were mixed in water at various mass ratios

while the total concentration of cRODn and CL was maintained
at 1.2 wt %. Dynamic light scattering and zeta potential
measurements show that the mixtures form large aggregates near
the isoelectric point where the zeta potential changes its sign
from positive to negative (Supporting Information). As n is
increased from 8 to 16, the mass ratio (L/p) of CL and cRODn

at the isoelectric points decreases from 3.5 to 0.58 (part b of
Figure 1), which indicates that the surface charge density of
the cRODn decreases24 with n.

The small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements of
the cRODn-CL complexes were performed at 25 °C using the
4C1 beamline at the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Korea. The
cRODn-CL complexes were equilibrated for one day at room
temperature before SAXS measurements. The SAXS intensities
of the cRODn-CL complexes at the isoelectric points and the
CL only are shown in part c of Figure 1. The SAXS intensity
of the CL only (25 mg/mL) shows a broad peak at q ) 1.2
nm-1, which is from a few stacks of lipid bilayers. On the other
hand, the SAXS intensities of the cRODn-CL complexes show
very sharp peaks indicating highly ordered structures. It is also
very interesting that as n is increased from 8 to 16, the scattering
patterns change dramatically at n ) 12.

For the smallest diameter cRODn (n ) 8 and 10), the
scattering peaks at q ) 1.14 and 2.28 nm-1 can be indexed
with (100) and (200) reflections of a multilamellar structure with
alternating lipid bilayers and a cRODn monolayer, corresponding
to a repeat distance of 5.5 nm (part d of Figure 1). In contrast
to DNA-CL (DOPC/DOTAP) complexes,19 however, the
cRODn-cRODn correlation peak was not observed, which may
indicate that the cRODn are weakly ordered or randomly
distributed in the water layer. Considering the lipid bilayer
thickness19 of 3.9 nm and the lamellar repeat distance of 5.5
nm, the water layer thickness of the cRODn-CL complexes is
1.6 nm, which is smaller than the diameter of even the smallest
cRODn particles (2.0 and 2.4 nm for n ) 8 and 10, respectively).
This suggests that the lipid membranes have an undulated
multilamellar structure induced by the intercalated cRODn

particles (part a of Figure 2). It is interesting to note that the
repeat distance of cROD8-CL and cROD10-CL complexes are
essentially same even though the diameters of cROD8 and
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Figure 1. a) Radius of cRODn. b) L/p ratio of cRODn-CL complexes at
isoelectric points. c) SAXS intensities of cRODn-CL complexes at their
isoelectric points. d) Lattice parameters obtained from SAXS analyses for
complexes.

Figure 2. a) Intercalated lamellar structure of cRODn-CL complex for n
) 8 and 10. The cRODn may not be well ordered (text). b) Centered
rectangular columnar structure of cRODn-CL complex for n ) 12, 14,
and 16. a and b are the lattice parameters.
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cROD10 are different, which suggest that the difference in
diameter may be accommodated by a different degree of
undulation of the lipid bilayers. When n ) 10, two weak
additional peaks can also be observed at q ) 0.99 and 1.34
nm-1 (black arrows), which increase in strength as n is increased
(n ) 12, 14, and 16). This indicates the growth of a second,
topologically different structure.

In the scattering intensities of the cRODn-CL complexes with
n ) 12, 14, and 16, the multilamellar peaks have almost
completely disappeared25 and a new set of sharp peaks appear,
indicating a topological phase transition (part c of Figure 1).
The new scattering peaks can be well indexed with a centered
rectangular columnar packing to the seventh order where the
peak positions occur at 2π�[(h/a)2 + (k/a)2] with the 2D lattice
parameters a and b. The (h, k) peaks obey h + k ) 2m,
indicating the centered symmetry of the lattice. The lattice
parameters a and b are nearly constant at 8.4 and 9.4 nm,
respectively (part d of Figure 1).26 For n ) 12, the additional
scattering peaks (three blue arrows) are observed, which will
be discussed later.

To identify the detailed structure of the centered rectangular
columnar packing, the various possible form factors, which
determine the relative intensities of scattering peaks, were
calculated and compared with the measured SAXS intensities
(Supporting Information). In these calculations, the mass balance
between the lipids and cRODn (n ) 14 and 16) was maintained
to match the L/p ratios at the isoelectric points. The peak
intensity ratios among the first three peaks, (0,2)/(1,1) and (2,0)/
(1,1), were compared with measured ratios ((0,2)/(1,1) ) 1.1
and (2,0)/(1,1) ) 0.069 for n ) 16). Higher-order peaks, which
are more sensitive to defects of packing order than the first three
peaks, were not considered. In the centered rectangular columnar
packing model (part b of Figure 2), which provides the peak
intensity ratios consistent with the measured SAXS intensity
ratios, the cRODn are positioned between elliptic cylindrical
micelles of lipids. The thicknesses of the elliptic cylindrical
micelles along the short and long axes are 2.4 and 5.1 nm (for
n ) 16), respectively. The thickness along the short axis is
shorter than the bilayer thickness of DOTAP/DOPC in the
lamellar phase, which can be attributed to the high curvature
of the micellar interface and resulting chain packing. We expect
that whereas the neutral DOPC are preferentially positioned
along the short axis, the positively charged DOTAP are
preferentially positioned along the long axis due to the entropy
gain of the screening counterions close to positively curved
micellar structures compared to planar ones.27 In fact, this local
demixing of DOTAP and DOPC may be the reason why the
lipids form elliptic cylindrical micelles rather than circular ones.
This anisotropy of lipid micelles leads to the formation of the
centered rectangular packing rather than hexagonal packing.
Another possibility for the packing structure is the inverted
centered rectangular columnar packing with the cRODn at their
centers. However, in this model, any combination of parameters
did not satisfy the measured peak intensity ratios and the mass
balance between cRODn and lipids at the isoelectric points,

simultaneously. Therefore, the inverted centered rectangular
columnar packing structure was discarded.

The centered rectangular columnar packing of cRODn-CL
complex is in contrast to the DNA-DMPC/DMTAP28 and
DNA-DPPC/calcium29 complexes where the lamellar peaks and
centered rectangular peaks are observed simultaneously, indicat-
ing an intercalated centered rectangular columnar packing of
DNA. It is also in contrast to the DNA-DOPE/DOTAP
complex,30 where a transition from lamellar to a columnar
inverted hexagonal phase is observed, and the F-actin-DOPC/
DOTAP complexes20 where the doubly intercalated lamellar
structure (lipid bilayer-actin-actin-lipid bilayer) is observed.
To our knowledge, the centered rectangular columnar packing
structure of the cRODn-CL complex has not been observed in
any other rodlike biomolecule-CL complexes.

To understand the lamellar to centered rectangular phase
transition of the cRODn-CL complex with n, the radius and
the surface charge density of cRODn, which were changed with
n simultaneously, should be considered simultaneously. When
all of the cRODn are intercalated in oppositely charged multi-
lamellar lipid membranes and form a 1D lattice, the center-to-
center distance between neighboring particles (dspacing) can be
given as19

dspacing )
πdrod

2 Frod

4δmFL
(L/p) (1)

where drod is the particle diameter, δm is the membrane thickness,
Frod and FL are the mass densities of cRODn and lipids,
respectively. At the isoelectric point, dspacing can be expressed
as dspacing ) πdrod (σrod/σm) where σrod and σm are the surface
charge densities of cRODn and lipid membrane respectively,
indicating that the interparticle distance is determined by the
particle diameter and the surface charge density ratio. Because
the intercalated cRODn cannot sterically overlap each other, the
dspacing/drod ratio should be always larger than one to form
the intercalated 1D lattice. Therefore, the dspacing/drod can be used
as a criterion to determine if the cRODn-CL complex forms
the intercalated 1D lattice. In fact, the dspacing/drod ratio of the
cRODn-CL complexes at their isoelectric points, which was
calculated by eq 1, is larger than one for n ) 8 and 10, whereas
it is smaller than one for n ) 12, 14, and 16, which explains
why the intercalated 1D lattice structure transforms into a
topologically different structure at n ) 12.

When the dspacing/drod calculated by eq 1 is less than one
(meaning that the diameter of charged rodlike particles is too
large to adjust its lattice spacing to match the membrane charge
density), it is natural to form two layers of intercalated lattice
of cRODn between two bilayers (a doubly intercalated lamellar
structure) to maximize counterion release and entropic gain.31-33

A simple geometrical consideration indicates that the doubly
intercalated lamellar structure requires 0.5 < dspacing/drod < 1. In
fact, the F-actin-DOPC/DOTAP complex, which forms the
doubly intercalated lamellar structure, satisfies this condition
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quite well (dspacing/drod ) 0.81). However, the cRODn-CL
complexes with n ) 14 and 16 (dspacing/drod ) 0.49 and 0.45,
respectively) do not satisfy the condition, which clearly explains
why they do not form the doubly intercalated lamellar structure.
When dspacing/drod < 0.5, the surface area of the lipid bilayers is
too small to accommodate all the cRODn even if the particles
are doubly intercalated, which results in incomplete counterion
release. To maximize the counterion release and thereby entropic
gain, the lipid bilayers rupture and reassemble into elliptic
cylindrical micelles, forming the centered rectangular columnar
packing together with the cRODn (n ) 14 and 16). It should be
noted that the cROD12-CL complex (dspacing/drod ) 0.62), which
satisfies the condition for the doubly intercalated lamellar
structure, also forms the centered rectangular structure rather
than the doubly intercalated lamellar structure. However, there
are additional scattering peaks indicated by three blue arrows
that may indicate a mixed phase where two topologically
different morphologies coexist.

To test the formation of the doubly intercalated lamellar
structure in the cRODn-CL complex when 0.5 < dspacing/drod <
1, the L/p ratio was varied in two different ways. In one case,
while the composition of membrane was maintained (DOPC/
DOTAP ) 5:5), a series of cROD16-CL complexes were
prepared at different nonisoelectric points, that is different L/p
ratios (0.3, 0.5, 0.58, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2). In the other case,
cRODn-CL complexes (for n ) 14 and 16) with a different
membrane composition (DOPC/DOTAP ) 7:3) were prepared
at their isoelectric points. The SAXS intensities of the
cROD16-CL complex at different L/p ratios show that, as the
L/p ratio increases above the isoelectric point (L/p ) 0.58), a
new set of 4 sharp peaks, which correspond to a lamellar
structure with a repeat distance of 11.0 nm, appeared (part a of
Figure 3). Considering that the bilayer thickness of DOPC/
DOTAP (5:5) is 3.9 nm, the gap between two bilayers is 7.1

nm, which is almost twice the diameter of the cROD16 (3.86
nm). Therefore, the 4 new scattering peaks can be attributed to
the doubly intercalated lamellar structure (lipid bilayer-
rod-rod-lipid bilayer) of the complexes (part c of Figure 3).
It should be noted that the cROD16-CL complexes with an L/p
ratio above the isoelectric points satisfy the condition for the
doubly intercalated lamellar structure (dspacing/drod ) 0.62, 0.78,
and 0.93 for L/p ) 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2, respectively). When L/p
) 0.8, the three peaks corresponding to the centered rectangular
columnar structure (indicated by black arrows in part a of Figure
3) coexist with the peaks corresponding to the doubly interca-
lated lamellar structure, indicating a mixed phase. In fact, a
similar mixed phase was observed in the cROD12-CL complex
at its isoelectric point where dspacing/drod ) 0.62 (part c of Figure
1). When the L/p ratio was decreased below the isoelectric point,
two different scattering patterns were observed. When the L/p
ratio is 0.5 (dspacing/drod ) 0.39), the cROD16-CL complex shows
a scattering pattern corresponding to the centered rectangular
structure, which is same as the structure at the isoelectric point.
However, when the L/p is further decreased to 0.3 (dspacing/drod

) 0.23), the cROD16-CL complex does not form any visible
aggregates and its scattering pattern is similar to that of pure
CL in water, indicating that cROD16 are well dispersed without
forming any aggregates. This indicates that the surface charge
of the CL is insufficient to compensate the surface charge of
cROD16, preventing the formation of aggregates under the highly
unbalanced charge condition.

The SAXS intensities of the cRODn-CL complexes with a
membrane composition of DOPC/DOTAP ) 7:3 at their
isoelectric points (for n ) 14 and 16, L/p ) 1.4 and 1.2,
respectively) show 4 sharp peaks corresponding to lamellar
structures with repeat distances of 11.4 and 11.1 nm, respectively
(part b of Figure 3). Because the bilayer thickness of DOPC/
DOTAP (7:3) is34 4.3 nm, the gaps between two bilayers are
7.1 and 6.8 nm for n ) 14 and 16 respectively, which are almost
twice the diameters of the cRODn (3.48 and 3.86 nm for n )

(34) Yang, L.; Liang, H.; Angelini, T. E.; Butler, J.; Coridan, R.; Tang,
J. X.; Wong, G. C. L. Nat. Mater. 2004, 3, 615–619.

Figure 3. a) SAXS intensities of cROD16-CL complex for different L/p
ratios and DOPC/DOTAP ) 5:5. b) SAXS intensities of cRODn-CL
complexes for n ) 14 and 16 with a different CL composition of (DOPC/
DOTAP ) 7:3) at their isoelectric points. c) Doubly intercalated lamellar
structure of cRODn-CL complex for n ) 14 and 16 at isoelectric points
and for n ) 16 at L/p ) 1.0 and 1.2.

Figure 4. Phase diagram of the cRODn-CL complexes in terms of the
dspacing/drod ratio. The structures and the conditions of samples were denoted
by the shape and color of the legends. Circles: intercalated lamellar structure.
Triangles: doubly intercalated lamellar structure. Squares: centered rect-
angular structure. Diamonds: mixed phase (doubly intercalated lamellar +
centered rectangular). Yellow: cRODn-CL complexes (DOPC/DOTAP )
5:5) at their isoelectric points. Red: cRODn-CL complexes (DOPC/DOTAP
) 7:3) at their isoelectric points. Gray: cROD16-CL complex (DOPC/
DOTAP ) 5:5) at nonisoelectric points (L/p ) 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2). The
dotted lines are the phase boundaries expected from the dspacing/drod ratio.
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14 and 16, respectively), indicating the doubly intercalated
lamellar structure. It should be noted that both of the
cRODn-CL complexes satisfy the condition for the doubly
intercalated lamellar structure (dspacing/drod ) 0.90 and 0.84 for
n ) 14 and 16, respectively). The reason why the intensity of
the first-order peak is smaller than that of the second-order peak
can be explained by the form factor of the doubly intercalated
lamellar structure, which has the maximum value near that of
the second-order peak (Supporting Information). The
cRODn-cRODn correlation peaks in the complexes were not
observed, which may indicate that the cRODn are weakly
ordered or randomly distributed.

The structures of the cRODn-CL complexes investigated in
this study are summarized in terms of the dspacing/drod ratios
(Figure 4), providing a new phase diagram of the cRODn-CL
complexes. It should be noted that all of the cRODn-CL
complexes follow the dspacing/drod ratio criteria for different
complex structures (the intercalated lamellar structure (dspacing/
drod > 1), the doubly intercalated lamellar structure (0.5 < dspacing/
drod < 1), and the centered rectangular structure (dspacing/drod <
0.5)) very well with the exception of the boundary region where
mixed phases exist. Therefore, the dspacing/drod ratio calculated
from eq 1 can be used as a simple criterion to predetermine the
self-assembled superstructures of the 1D nanoparticle-CL
complex. In other words, the self-assembled superstructures of
1D nanoparticle-CL complexes can be designed by controlling
the diameter of the particles and the surface charge densities of

the particles and membranes, which determine the dspacing/drod

ratio.

Conclusions

We report for the first time a new phase diagram of the
negatively charged 1D nanoparticle and cationic liposome
complexes in water that self-assemble into three different highly
ordered superstructures, the intercalated lamellar, the doubly
intercalated lamellar, and the centered rectangular structures
depending on the dspacing/drod ratio, which depends on the particle
curvature and electrostatic interaction. The new phase diagram
or the dspacing/drod ratio criterion can be used to understand and
design new highly ordered self-assemblies of 1D nanoparticles,
such as carbon nanotubes, in soft matter and may provide new
novel routes for scalable production of ordered 1D nanoparticle
composites with new functionalities. Furthermore, it may
provide further insight into the interactions of rodlike biomol-
ecules, such as DNA, with lipid membranes.
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